People fastness.
(*)

Exercise for today, for today. (28/04/2013)

Words are finished now, ammunitions and for the rest one have to think, or to think yet.
One word that never arrive goes forth because you don’t arrive, if you aren’t here! Because you
don’t arrive here today or tomorrow neither it will never be.
You see how is better a screen, where you can see that you don’t look all past time
without a call. Time that doesn’t come to us, that pass without a tool to choose public. More
explanations today for others? If you don’t know, it is where you live today the clergy of the
answer towards an other that you don’t understand, because if you can’t the difference between
animal and machine between solid and liquid, you can’t.
Fastness of fastnesses of people, are you interested in the fastness of the people from
morning to evening? They are as machines and take fastness. Haw many people thought that
good was only a flight, who ever knows where your preferred circuit is finished: between that or
others walking on the principal street of your town at noon.
You know sometime, ignorance is not always the better instrument, some thing you have
to know please, the effects and dissolutions of the main point of entrance and exit, and by the rest,
the remaining question from others just solved before and after the discourse.
What you do yourself and what you amplify towards all the people, the modern pleasure,
modernity in its bigger and complete meaning, or are you dead? Air, please, a bit of air, but, you
won’t take off that hand: it’s a pleasure or it’s a diguise.
It’s another thing, you don’t know or you are ignorant, it’s another arrival as you say that
instead of one they are presented two. Public and us, who dream and who leave. Fastness for us
with all the people with all their fastness, again the same problems, ever, try to believe.
Have a good day, we’ll see soon, bye.
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(*) “The meditative rose” by Salvador Dalì
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